




LongPack Games is a subsidiary of LongPack Ltd, a printing and packaging 
company based in Shanghai, China. We have acquired a vast amount of 
industry expertise with our more than ten years of experience in the 
printing and packaging fields. Over 500 different firms from all over the 
world have benefited from the printing and packaging solutions we have 
offered thanks to our high level of competence and specialized factories.

Board games are one of our main business divisions, and we have a strong 
Western experienced team with strong technical and competent sourcing 
abilities, enabling us to produce the highest quality table top board games, 
accessories, and customized wooden, metal, and plastic components. 
Our experts can help you strike the perfect balance between cost, quality, 
and delivery time, allowing you to launch your game with confidence.

 

At LongPack Games, we strive to collaborate with publishers and mer
chandisers that are searching for a full-service turnkey production facility 
supported by a competent and knowledgeable workforce capable of 
handling any assignment in an effective manner. 
Quality, efficiency, and attention to detail are our top priorities. Our goal 
is : to help you deliver the best possible board games in all aspects 
of the project. 
From concept to completion, we're ready to work with you on every step 
of the way. 

 





Boxes

At LongPack Games, we can 
make a wide variety of box-
es, starting with the classic 
telescope and tuck boxes to 
embossed tin boxes, boxes 
with magnetic lids, and deck 
boxes. All of our boxes can be 

order to make them stand out 
well, such as with spot UV, lin-
en texture, foil stamping, and 
embossing.
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Telescopic 
Boxes

Tuck 
Boxes

Tin 
Boxes

Book-style 
Boxes

Magnet 
Boxes

Deck 
Boxes

Boxes can be 
printed on the 

inside too!

Plastic Trays
LongPack can help you 
design custom plastic 

trays  so all components 
are stored neatly inside 

the game box.



Dice

There is a lot that can be done 
with dice. They can be made 
from wood, resin, or acrylic. 
They can be customized by 
engraving them, by using laser 
cutting on them, and by print-
ing on them. We also have a 
plethora of different colours 
and combinations available, 
not to mention sizes!
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We can customize dice
through laser engraving, plastic 

injection molding and screen printing 
in any way you might like: with pips, 

numbers or custom logos.



Miniatures

LongPack Games can help 
you manufacture miniatures 
in any size and shape you 
might like. We can produce 
the miniatures in both resin 
and plastic, depending on 
your preference. We can also 
help you with the modelling 

needed, based on artwork or 
sculptures.
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Sun Drop Effect
LongPack can apply “sun drop” 

effect to the miniatures for added 
texture and aesthetic effect.



Game Boards
& Punchboards

No board game is complete 
without a game board (al-
most)! We can help you cre-
ate a game board that meets 
your needs. We can make any 
number of folds and any size 
for the game board, with rein-
forced edges to prevent wear 
and tear. We have a variety 

-
es available for the top, and 
can also accommodate die-
cut double boards and other 
more special requests.
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Game Boards
Configuration Examples

Double layered punchboards can 
improve a game’s design and 
playability in a myriad of ways.
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Cards

Cards can be produced in a 
multitude of sizes and shapes. 
We have a wide range of card 
stock differing in weight and 
cores, and we can put differ-

-
cluding linen.
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Our Cards

310 gsm 
Premium 
Black Core

300 gsm 
Black Core

350 gsm 
Heavy White 
Core

300 gsm 
White Core

We can add a linen 

the our paper stock. 
This standard coating 
process is aqueous 
coating. A special 
poker oil can also be 
added to the cards to 
make them smoother 

 



Wooden 
Components

Wooden components can 
be made in a wide variety 
of shapes and sizes. Besides 
the standard meeples, cubes, 
discs and triangles that we 
have in stock, we can also do 
custom shapes for wooden 
components. We then either 
paint them or use laser en-
graving for highly precise de-
tailing.
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The components can be painted or silkscreened 
in any pantone color. In addition, we can use la-
ser cutting on pieces that require highly precise 

shapes to create high quality detailing.



Plastic 
Components

Plastic components can add a
whole  new  element  to  your
game. We  have  produced  a
large   quantity   of   different
shapes  and  sizes  of  plastic
components  and  have  seen
how  much  fun  they  bring to
the  game.  We  have  a  large
quantity  of  stock  of  the 
regular  plastic items,  and we
can  help  you  create  more
unique,  customized  items.
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Round 
Tokens

Sand 
Timers

Acrylic Gem 
TokensPawns

Plastic 
Discs

Square 
Tokens

Plastic 
Stands Spinners

Standard plastic components

LongPack Games can also 
create a wide array of  

customized plastic items to 



Destinies
Lucky Duck Games



Detective
Portal Games



Dwellings 
of  Eldervale
Breaking Games



Throw Throw
Burrito
Exploding Kittens



Origins
Board & Dice
First Builders



Dune 
Imperium
Dire Wolf



Obscurio
Breaking Games



The Thing
Pendragon Game Studio



Spirit Island
Greater Than Games, LLC.



7 Wonders 
Architects
Portal Games



The Adventures of  

Robin Hood
Kosmos










